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Introduction

Recent growth of the geo-spatial information on the web has made it possible to easily access a wide
variety satellite imagery of various regions. The National Map Seamless Data Distribution System1 ,
Microsoft TerraService web service2 , and Space Imaging3 are good examples of satellite/aerial imagery
repositories. Satellite imagery and aerial photography have been utilized to enhance real estate listings,
various military targeting applications, and other applications. One of the key issues with these
applications is to accurately and automatically identify objects, such as roads or buildings, in the satellite
imagery and annotate these objects with the information from other data sources. Computer vision
researchers have been working on trying to identify features, such as roads, buildings, and other features
in the satellite imagery[3,4,5]. While the computer vision research has produced algorithms to identify
the features in the satellite imagery, the accuracy and run time of those algorithms are not suited for these
applications.
In this demonstration we show Building Finder, an application that allows a user to specify an area
of interest and provides satellite imagery of the area with the buildings and streets superimposed on the
satellite image. The Building Finder application utilizes an information integration approach to
automatically and efficiently identify and annotate buildings in satellite imagery. In particular, the
Building Finder application integrates satellite imagery from Microsoft Terraservice with the street
information from U.S. Census TIGER/Line files and building information from a white page web source
to accurately identify and annotate buildings in the satellite imagery. Any application that integrates data
from two or more different geo-spatial datasets, such as the Building Finder, faces a critical challenge.
The challenge is that geospatial data obtained from various data sources may have different projections,
different accuracy levels, and different inconsistencies. The applications that integrate information from
various geospatial data sources must be able to overcome these inconsistencies accurately, in real-time
and for large regions. We have developed vector to imagery conflation techniques [2] to align vector data
with imagery. The vector to imagery conflation techniques were utilized in the Building Finder
application to automatically and accurately identify and annotate buildings.
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Building Finder Application

The Building Finder application provides a GUI for user interaction and presents the satellite imagery of
the area of interest with the buildings and streets superimposed on the satellite image. Furthermore, the
house information (queried from online white pages) will be displayed, whenever users pinpoint a
building on the imagery. Figure 1 shows a screen shot of the Building Finder application.
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The satellite images for the Building Finder are retrieved real-time from Microsoft Terraservice.
They are USGS DOQ images with 1-meter per pixel resolution. The road network was obtained off-line
from U.S. Census TIGER/Line files and stored in our own database. The building information is queried
on-line from SwitchBoard white page 4 .
The Building Finder queries the streets from a database containing TIGER/Line street network
information. The result of the query is a set of tuples consisting of street name, city, state and zip code,
which is used to query the Switchboard white pages to find the addresses related to those streets. The
result of the Switchboard white pages website is then provided to our geocoder, which in turn provides
the latitudes and longitudes for the addresses. Our geocoder relies on the TIGER/Line files to geocode the
addresses. The Building Finder also obtains a satellite image from Terraservice for the given area of
interest. Finally, the latitude and longitude points representing different addresses and lines representing
different streets are superimposed on the satellite imagery. The Building Finder architecture is shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of Building Finder
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Figure 2. Building Finder application architecture

Aligning Vector with Imagery

The Building Finder application relies on our geocoder (based on the TIGER/Line files) to compute the
latitudes and longitudes of buildings. The points with the latitudes/longitudes are illustrated on the
satellite imagery as buildings. Therefore, it’s a prerequisite to overcome the geospatial inconsistencies
between TIGER/Lines (vector datasets) and imagery. We adapted our proposed “vector to imagery
conflation techniques” described in [2] to align TIGER/Lines with imagery. The conflation process
divides into following tasks: (1) find a set of conjugate point pairs, termed “control point pairs”, in both
vector and image datasets, (2) filter control point pairs, and (3) utilize algorithms, such as triangulation
and rubber-sheeting[6], to align the rest of the points and lines in two datasets using the control point
pairs. Traditionally, human input has been essential to find control point pairs and/or filter control points.
Instead, in [2], we developed completely automatic techniques to find control point pairs in both datasets
and designed novel filtering techniques based on Vector-Median Filter[1] to remove inaccurate control
points. We developed two different techniques to find accurate control point pairs. Our first technique
finds control points by querying information from online web sources. The second technique generates
4
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control points using localized image processing. Due to lack of space, we only briefly describe the second
technique, which only relies on the imagery and vector data for accurate integration. In localized image
processing, we find feature points, such as the road intersection points, from the vector dataset. For each
intersection point, we perform image processing in a small area around the intersection point to find the
corresponding point in the satellite image.
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Demonstration

Our implementation of Building Finder uses C#, and it runs on the platform Windows 2000 Professional
(with .NET framework installed). We will demonstrate the following functionality.
Alignment of the vector with imagery: Our system provides a GUI for users to accomplish automatic
conflation on their selected area. Users can select an area of interest, and navigate the online satellite
imagery with the road network (retrieved from local database) superimposed on it. Users will notice that
there are certain geo-spatial inconsistencies between the vector dataset and imagery. Then, they can
choose two techniques “finding control points by querying online data” or “finding control points by
localized image processing” to automatically find the control points on both datasets. Moreover, our
system allows users to manually revise the automatically detected control points. It also provides a GUI to
let users easily add additional control points in the vector dataset and imagery. Finally, the conflation
routine will be executed based on these control points to align the vector data with imagery.
Retrieval of the online resources: The online resources utilized in Building Finder are imagery from
TerraService and white pages from SwitchBoard. We will demonstrate the real-time queries to obtain
multiple resolution satellite images through TerraService web service. In addition, we will present our
wrapper building tools to wrap the online white page. Using a simple drag-and-drop interface of our
wrapper building tools, users show how to navigate through a website, and what data to extract. Once the
wrapper is built, our system can treat the SwitchBoard white pages as a database.
Identification of the buildings in the satellite imagery: The Building Finder application will use the
aligned road network (with imagery) and house information from online white pages to identify the
buildings in the satellite images. It provides a GUI for user interactions. Users can select an area of
interest, and navigate the online satellite imagery with the aligned road network superimposed on it.
Furthermore, the house locations are marked as points on the imagery and the information (e.g. house
owners’ names, street/city names and latitude/longitude) of all displayed houses is listed as a table on the
bottom of the GUI. Moreover, users can move the mouse cursor over the marked point to obtain the
detailed house information on that particular point.
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